The journal of Research on History of Medicine passes 9 year successful publishing by this issue. By reviewing this 9 years’ experience by editorial team of the journal to develop the structure and content of the journal, it is decided to change the referencing style of the journal to Harvard style. This decision is due to better compliance of the authors and contributors of the journal to write and read the papers.

Please find the changes to be more familiar with new referencing style of the journal in the author guideline (below link):

https://rhm.sums.ac.ir/journal/authors.note

Also there are some minor changes in the author guideline that can be found in the author’s guideline, too. The next volume of the journal is the 10th year of the journal and we appreciate all contributors to the journal to help us to continue publishing the journal.
successfully during last decade. We hope to improve the quality of the journal in respect to the authors and readers of the journal that support us during these years.